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Abstract. In the design process of product art modeling image, this paper uses the fuzzy cognitive 
theory of output variables to do artificial intelligence operations on the products art design, which 
achieves a virtual intelligent simulation. The decoupling process of artificial intelligence uses 
MATLAB to code, and establishes a data connection using MATLAB toolbox and Solidworks, 
which realizes the visualization operation in the design process. Through the analysis of the system 
testing and design case, artificial intelligent algorithms can effectively realize cognitive thinking 
storage, and play a feedback effect in product shape artistic image optimization design, which 
provides a technical reference for the study on product art design.  

Introduction  
With the progress of times and the development of science and technology, people's aesthetic ideas 
have improved and changed, and the product appearance design moves to high level of 
development and changes constantly. Many factors influence the product design; however, modern 
product modeling design emphasis to meet the needs of people and society, which makes beautiful 
appearance and exquisite pleasant product to service the people's lives and production activities, 
and improves the material and spiritual civilization of the whole society [1,2]. The use of artificial 
intelligence can not only realize the cognitive learning, but also realize the optimization design of 
product image. The main process is as follows: 
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Fig.1: The design process of product image artificial intelligent  

The design process of product image artificial intelligence uses software virtual simulation 
technology, which makes product design with qualitative and quantitative analysis virtual operation 
environment [3]. Through MATLAB data interface, input the command and output the appearance 
image, so as to realize the product appearance design. Through the control of MATLAB artificial 
intelligence code, system can store the learning and memory trace, forming the standard reference 
system, finally realizes the art image optimization design using feedback regulation function. 

Product Modeling Cognitive Theory based on Artificial Intelligence Algorithms 
In order to make the artificial intelligence of product art modeling design more generally applicable, 
this paper designs a kind of PI online independent adjustment parameter model based on cognitive 
thinking, through the feedback regulation, the artificial intelligence design is more optimization [4-
6]. The discrete expressions of intelligent decoupling are as follows: 
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The corresponding correction parameter is: 
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Where )(xyp and )(xyi are the intelligent output of proportional parameters and integral 

parameter in intelligent operation step x ; )1( −xyp and )1( −xyi  are the intelligent output of 
proportional parameters and integral parameter in intelligent operation step; )(xX p∆  and )(xX i∆  
are the feedback amount of artificial intelligence control, and the two dimension continuous 
function is: 
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The output variables fuzzy domain )(xyp∆  and )(xyi∆ can be defined as shown in the formula 

(4): 
}1,......1,{)(),( +−−−=∆∆ nnnnxXxX ip .                                                (4) 

Using the fuzzy cognitive of output variables to do artificial intelligence operation on the product 
artistic design, and artificial intelligent decoupling control process can be realized by using 
MATLAB artificial intelligence programming code, and establishing data results with Solidworks 
[7]. The specific procedures are as follows: 

x = [0 1; 0 1];  
clusters = 5;       
points = 10;      
std dev = 0.05;     
p= nngenc(x,clusters,points,std_dev); 
plot(P(1,:),P(2,:),'+r'); 
title(' input intelligent operation '); 
xlabel('p(1)'); 
ylabel('p(2)'); 
figure; 
plot(P(1,:),P(2,:),'+r'); 
w=net.iw{1} 
hold on; 
plot(w(:,1),w(:,2),'ob'); 
hold off; 
...... 

The Design of Product Image Art Modeling Artificial Intelligent 
In order to verify effectiveness and reliability of artificial intelligent algorithm in section second, 
this paper uses the MATLAB and Solidworks CO simulation to do simulation design on the product 
image art form, and the process is as shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig.2: The design process of product appearance artificial intelligent  

Arbitrarily selected 46 samples and tested, the output value of the network through the 
approximation can achieve expected value, of which 3 samples corresponding to the input of the 
network, the desired output and the actual output as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Simulation of neural network 
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Among them, T1-T4 is the road characteristic value; L1-L3 is network expected output; S1-S3 is 
the actual output network. 

By the data obtained and Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 we can see, through the trained network 
processing, actual output are close to the expected output. By the approximation we can obtain 
expected output from the actual output, it means according to actual output of the network we can 
judge intelligent vehicles’ type, the correct rate of network training is 100% . The trained network 
can be used as intelligent vehicle path identification tool[8,9]. At the same time, BP network 
construction is simple, practical, which can be trained and tested at any time according to actual 
condition of road. 
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Fig.3: Training state diagram 

 
Fig.4: The system simulation 

 

 
Fig.5: Neural network simulation 
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Based on the MATLAB artificial intelligence code, it establishes Solidworks data interface, 
which can realize the feedback adjustment process of design system [10]; and uses the image design 
concept to design the product concept, which realizes the design process from virtual to real 
practical. 

 
Fig.6: Cognitive image artificial intelligence process 

Figure 6 shows the artificial intelligent process of cognitive image. Through the MATLAB 
artificial intelligent decoupling process, the processing route and optimization points of product 
modeling is obtained, compensating product art modeling image and adding the concept design 
function, finally the product image design model is obtained. 

 
Fig.7: Artificial intelligent decoupling process of product art design 

Figure 7 shows the artificial intelligent decoupling process of product art design. In art 
appearance image design process, reference to standard design process, it uses feedback regulation 
of appearance image nerve to do optimization design on the appearance. The design example of 
product appearance is as shown in Figure 8. 
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Fig.8: The diagram of product image design  

Figure 8 shows the example chart of product image design [10]. It uses MATLAB software to do 
visualization development on the operation interface, and uses artificial intelligence structure in the 
feedback adjustment process, so the product appearance can be done image design, and eventually 
realizes the automatic design process of appearance. 

Summary 
This paper designs artificial intelligence virtual method of product artistic modeling, and establishes 
the fuzzy variable control output model. It uses MATLAB simulation software to encode the 
intelligent control, and designs the Solidworks data interface, which implements the artificial 
intelligence visual design process of product modeling. Through the analysis of the design process 
and design case, artificial intelligent decoupling algorithm can effectively do artificial intelligence 
feedback regulation on the product design process, which enhances the expression of art product 
image and provides a new computer method for product modeling design. But the application of 
this algorithm in practical product design still needs to study, through further study, so it can 
provide an efficient method for product modeling design. 
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